
I SPEAK LATIN: SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

Pacing

Grades 3-4: One lesson per week plus vocabulary review
Grades 5-6: Two lessons per week plus vocabulary review

Cumulative Vocabulary: 300+ words

Lesson Grammar introduced Vocabulary introduced

1 Singular imperative forms Physical movements

2 Grammatical gender with humans,
vocatives

Greetings, teacher/student

3 Review with games

4 Mihi, tibi in set phrases; sum/es, quis/quid Greetings, introductions

5 Ei in set phrases; est Greetings, introductions, et

6 Vocabulary reveiw with dialogs

7 Singular imperatives Physical movements, adverbs

8 Negatives Persons, nōn, quoque

9 Use of -ne Family members

10 Review with games

11 Singular possessive adjectives in the
masc./fem. nominative

meus/tuus

12 - Extended family, family tree

13 Questions with ubi Ubi, ecce

14 Vocabulary review with games

15 Possession with est mihi/tibi More family members

16 Questions with quōmodo, adverbs Feelings

17 Vocabulary and grammar review with dialogs



18 Vocabulary review with drawing

19 Latin alphabet and spelling Letter names and song

20 Questions with quot, sunt Numbers 1-10, Roman numerals

21 - Numbers 11-20, 100, 1000, Roman numerals

22 Plural nouns in the nominative and
declension of  numbers

-

23 Plural nouns and declension of  numbers,
cont’d

-

24 Imperatives in the plural -

25 Neuter gender, declension of  1st and 2nd
declension adjectives in the singular

Shapes and colors, hic

26 - More colors

27 Grammar and vocabulary review with games

28 1st and 2nd declension nouns in the plural

29 Ablative with in Habitations (house/apartment/etc.)

30 - Adjectives of  size

31 First and second declension adjectives in
the nominative plural

Aut

32 Plural forms of  adjectives cont’d -

33 Vocabulary review with drawing

34 - Kitchen fixtures and furniture

35 - Living room furniture

36 - Bathroom fixtures and bedroom furniture

37 Vocabulary review with drawing, true/false exercise

38 - Clothing

39 - More clothing

40 - Footwear

41 Vocabulary review with short composition



42 Present active infinitives Time of  day, daily routines

43 Present active infinitives, cont’d Evening and nighttime routines

44 est/erat/erit with adverbs of  time Days of  the week,hodiē/herī/crās

45 - Months of  the year,prior/proximus

46 Ablative: time when, present active
infinitives, cont’d

Seasons, sports and recreational activities

47 Questions with quāle Weather

48 Accusative case with 1st and 2nd
declension nouns in the singular,

Clothing words (review)

49 Accusative case with common 3rd
declension nouns, singular and plural; first
and second person singular of habeō

Family words (review)

50 Third person singular form of habeō Pets

51 Grammar and vocabulary review with game

52 Regular first and second person singular
verb forms

-

53 Regular first and second person plural verb
forms

-

54 Regular third person singular and plural
verb forms; regular verb summary

-

55 - Parts of  the body

56 - Parts of  the face, song

57 Ablative of  means in the singular Writing and drawing

58 Ablative of  means, cont’d, plural forms Commands review, song

59 volō, nōlō Food

60 mālō Food and drink, cont’d

61 Additional ablative uses Sports and leisure activities

62 licet -

63 Review with games

64 Review with games


